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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9806997A1] A training method for clay pigeon shooting comprising the steps of: providing relative to a shooting position (12) a plurality
of clay launching devices (T1-T7), each device in the plurality providing for the launch of a clay along a path (P1-P7) having a unique degree
of difficulty or other criteria as a target for a shooter (13) at the shooting position (12), each launcher (T1-T7) being adapted to provide a clay
distinguishable from a clay from any other launcher (T1-T7) such as by colour or pattern; locating a shooter (13) at the shooting position (12);
selecting a pair of launchers from the plurality (T1-T7) from which target clays are to be launched at call; causing the first launcher (T1-T7) and
second launcher (T1-T7) of the pair to launch, respectively, their distinguishable clays; causing the shooter (13) to fire at the distinguishable clay
from the first launcher (T1-T7) of the pair and, in the event the clay from the first launcher (T1-T7) is hit, causing the shooter (13) to file at the clay
from the second launcher (T1-T7) of the pair; in the event that the first and second clays are hit, repeating the steps of selecting a pair of launchers
(T1-T7), causing lauching of clays and causing the shooter (13) to fire either for the given pair of launchers (T1-T7) or from another pair of launchers
(T1-T7) of the plurality until a predetermined number of clays have been discharged from some or all of the launchers (T1-T7) or all the discharged
clays have been hit, or according to some other criteria.
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